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ABSTRACT 
This article concerns the finite generation problem for semisimple Lie algebras. 
Having noticed a gap in the proof of a theorem of Ionescu’s, we show how the 
arguments can be modified in order to prove that result. We also present new results 
for some classes of semisimple Lie algebras which are most important in applications. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
T. Ionescu [2] has announced and indicated proofs of the following 
results: 
THEOREM 1 (Ionescu [2]). Let 9 be a finite dimensional faithful 
representation of a semisimple Lie algebra over W. Then, for any X E 9 
which has nontrivial projections on all the simple ideals of 2, there exists a 
Y such that {X, Y } L,A, = 9, that is, Y is the smallest Lie algebra contain- 
ing X and Y. 
THEOREM 2 (Ionescu [2]). Let g be a finite dimensionul faithful repre- 
sentation of a complex simple Lie algebra. Then, for any X E g ( 0 }, there 
exists a Y such that {X,Y}.,,,=Z’. 
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The arguments used in Section 4.2 of [2], to extend the results of Theorem 
2 to real Lie algebras, do not work unless 9 is simple. However, although 
stated for semisimple Lie algebras, these results are only used in the situation 
where Lie algebra is simple. 
Ionescu uses Theorem 2 to deduce Theorem 1 when 9 is a simple Lie 
algebra over R. In extending the result from the simple case to the semisim- 
ple case Ionescu argues as follows: 
(*) “If X = ly=rXi, Xi f 0, and Y, is such that { Xi,Yj}L.A.= pi, then 
clearly { x,~~_hlYi}L,*,= 9.” 
Although the result contained in Theorem 1 is true, its proof is wrong. In 
the present note we shall give a counterexample to show that the statement 
(*) is false and also indicate how the proof of Theorem 2 can be modified in 
order to prove Theorem 1. 
As already pointed out in [l], if we want to find pairs of generators using 
Ionescu’s methods, we shall have to face several practical difficulties. How- 
ever, for some classes of semisimple Lie algebras of matrices which are most 
used in applications, if we assume that X is permutation-irreducible, it is 
possible to describe Y nicely in terms of the nonzero entries of X. For that we 
need to introduce the definition of an X-strongly regular element of 9. This 
is done in the last section. 
2. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Let 3’ be the Lie algebra of matrices of the following form: 
If Ei, denotes the elementary matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position and zeros 
elsewhere, then { E,,, E,,, E,, - E,, E,, E,,, E, - E,,} is a basis for 3’. 
Clearly 4p is the direct sum decomposition of simple ideals 3i and pa of 
type &r, and {E,,, E,,, E,, - E,} and {E,, E,,, E, - E,,} are bases for 
9r and 9a respectively. 
If we take X, = E,,, Yl = E,,, 2, = E,, - E,,, X, = E,,, Y, = E,,, Z, = 
E, - E,, we have [X,,YJ=Z, and [X,,Y,]=Z,, i.e., {X,,Y,},,.,=94p, 
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and {X,, Y,} L,A, = 9s. However, if we take X = Xi + X, E 9, Y = Y, + Y, 
E 9, we have 
[X,Y] =E,,-E,+E,-E,,=Z, [X,Z] = -2X, [Y,Z] =2Y, 
that is, the Lie algebra generated by X and Y is 3dimensional and so 
{X,Y},.,.+~. Th is s h ows that the statement ( *) is false. 
3. PAIRS OF GENERATORS FOR SEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
The proof of the main result in Section 4.1 of [2] can be slightly modified 
in order to conclude the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let 9 be a finite dimensional faithful representation 
of a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Then, for any X E Y which has non- 
trivial projections on all the simple ideals of 9, there exists Y such that 
{X,Y>....= 2. 
Proof. Let + be the system of roots of B corresponding to a Cartan 
subalgebra &‘, and let 3 = 9’i@ . - * @Yn, where each pi is a simple ideal. 
Then 
,e=‘%flfB ... 6~2” and $=$iU ... U& 
(+in+j=O, i#j,and(cx,~)=OVa~~i,V/3~~j),where~iisthesystem 
of roots of Zi corresponding to the Cartan subalgebra Zi. We may assume 
that X = CX, E &‘, for the other cases can be deduced from that one by 
using the Morozov-Jacobson theorem and the arguments in Ionescu. Then 
there exists a generating sequence of roots for $I, say 
II= {7ri, i=l,...,s} suchthat rri(X)#O Vi=l,...,s. 
Clearly 
II={njjl,j=l,..., sl}U(?rjz, j=l,..., s2}U..*U{rj,, j=l,...,s,}, 
where Cs, = s and { rji, j = 1,. . . , si } is a generating sequence of roots for & 
such that nji(Xi)# 0 Vj = l,..., si. 
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Now all the arguments used by Ionescu are still valid if we replace the 
generating sequence of roots associated to an element belonging to the 
Car-tan subalgebra of a simple Lie algebra by our generating sequence II. 
Also, the extension made in Section 4.2 of [2] for real semisimple Lie algebras 
can now be considered using Theorem 3. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1. n 
We now extend the main result in [3] to some classes of semisimple Lie 
algebras. Permutation-irreducible matrices play an important role in what 
follows. An n X n matrix X is said to be permutation-reducible if there exists 
a permutation matrix P such that 
p-lxp= xl xz 
[ 1 0 x3 
for some k X k (0 < k < n) matrix Xi. X is said to be permutation-irreducible 
if it is not permutation-reducible. These matrices have a nice description in 
terms of their graphs. In fact, a matrix is permutation-irreducible if and only 
if its graph is strongly connected. This makes the use of such matrices quite 
convenient. 
Let 9 be a semisimple Lie algebra, Z’ a Cartan subalgebra of 9, + the 
system of roots of Y (with respect to S’), A the set of fundamental roots of 
9, and {H,, cx~h}U{E,, a E C$ } a Weyl basis for 9. Then every X E 9 
admits a unique decomposition of the form 
X=X,+ c k,E,, 
a=+x 
(1) 
where X, E 2, +x c $a, and k, is a nonzero constant V’(Y E $J~. 
DEFINITION. Given X E Y and Y E SF’, we say that Y is X-strongly 
reguikar if ai # ai f 0 V’a,, aj E +x. 
If 9 = Zi63 * * . @Pn is the decomposition of 9 into its simple ideals, 
we say that JZ’ is a classical semisimple Lie algebra if each Zi in that 
decomposition is a classical simple Lie algebra of matrices. 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a classical semisimple Lie algebra. Given X E 2 
such that its projection onto each simple ideal Si is a permutation-irreduc- 
ible matrix in Si, then if Y E 2 is X-strongly regular, {X, Y } L,A, = 2. 
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Proof. Let 
Since Vi=l,...,n, Xi is permutation-irreducible in Pi, we can apply 
Theorem 2 in [3] to conclude that { E,, a E +xi } L,A, = _E4. (Note that 
although Theorem 2 in [3] is stated for the normal real forms of the classical 
simple Lie algebras, the proof still works for the classical simple Lie algebras.) 
Then clearly {E,, (Y E @ax} L,A,= 9. 
Now, if Y E .% and & = { ai,.. . , OLD}, 
ad’Y.X = i ai(Y)kaiE,,, T = 1,2 ,...) s, 
i=l 
and if we assume that Y is X-strongly regular, the matrix [ (Y~(Y )] &= r is an 
invertible Vandermonde matrix and so { X, Y } L, A, = 9. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) Obviously the last result holds if the complex field is replaced by an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 
(2) Theorem 4 is still valid if we replace 9 by the normal real form of 9 
which is unique up to an isomorphism. (See Theorem 2 in [3].) 
(3) We think that Theorem 4 is also true when 9 is replaced by the 
compact real form of 9 (also unique up to an isomorphism). However, the 
farthest we have got is that if X is permutation-irreducible and Y E .@ 
satisfies 
then {X,Y}.,.,= 9. (See Theorem 2 in [4].) 
(4) Minimal generating sets for the root systems & of Pi can play an 
important role here. If +x, is such a set, then Xi = Xacgx,kaEa is minimal 
permutation-irreducible (that is, there exists no subset ui of +x, such that 
z oL E .k,E, is still permutation-irreducible). If @xi is a minimal generating set 
for each i, then the number of constraints needed to determine a Y which is 
X-strongly regular is minimal. Minimal generating sets have already appeared 
in both [2] and [3]. If hi = { oi,. . . , al} is the set of fundamental roots of the 
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simple Lie algebra Ti and j? is the maximal root, then { cxi,. . . , al, - p} and 
also { -(Yr,..., - (Y[, j3 } are minimal generating sets. 
EXAMPLE. We conclude with a pair of generators for the Lie algebra 9 
presented in Section 2. 
The matrices Xi = E,, + E,, and X, = E,, + E,, are permutation- 
irreducible in 9i and Z2 respectively. The set of diagonal matrices in Pi 
forms a Cartan subalgebra. The roots h j - A, of Zi are defined by 
(Ai-X,)diag(h, ,..., h,)=hj-h,. 
If we take X= Xi+ X,, then +x = { +(A, - A,), &(A, - A,} and 
Y = E,, - E,, +2(E, - EM) is X-strongly regular. From Theorem 4 and 
remark (2) we have { X, Y } L,A, = 9. 
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